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Relativistic Magnetic Self-Channeling of Light in Near-Critical Plasma:
Three-Dimensional Particle-in-Cell Simulation
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We present 3D particle-in-cell simulations for laser pulses with relativistic intensity propagatin
slightly underdense plasma. We observe strong flows of relativistic electrons, axially comoving
the pulse. They generate magnetic fields up to 100 MG and strongly influence light propag
After a phase of filamentation, a single light channel with a width of 1–2 wavelengths is forme
magnetic interaction. A representative case is discussed in which the intensity on axis increase
initially 1.2 3 1019 to 2.0 3 1020 Wycm2. Ion acceleration and plasma cavitation are also discus
[S0031-9007(96)00219-0]
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A laser beam propagating in underdense plasma w
a frequency vp smaller than the laser frequencyv
undergoes relativistic self-focusing as soon as its to
powerP exceeds the critical value

Pcr ø 17svyvpd2 GW ; (1)

this has been established both theoretically [1] and ex
imentally [2]. The self-focusing is due to the relativist
mass increase of plasma electrons and the pondero
tive expulsion of electrons from the pulse region. Bo
effects lead to a local decrease of plasma frequency
an increase in refractive index. The medium then a
as a positive lens. An analysis in terms of the envelo
and paraxial approximations [3] shows that, depending
laser pulse and plasma parameters, either self-focusin
the whole pulse or pulse filamentation occurs.

The present paper describes laser light propagation
above threshold (1) and deals with additional effects t
become dominant when the dimensionless amplitudea 
eAymc2 of the vector potentialA enters the relativistic
regimea . 1; here,e and m are charge and rest mass
the electron, andc is the velocity of light. The key fea-
ture is that the radiation then drives strong currents of re
tivistic electrons in the direction of light propagation. F
single electrons in a plane light wave, the point is w
presented in the literature; see, e.g., [4]: As soon asa . 1,
they are accelerated in forward rather than transverse
rection. In plasma below quarter-critical density, plas
waves are exited by stimulated Raman scattering (SR
It was studied by means of 2D particle-in-cell (PIC) sim
ulations in [5,6] and, in particular, waves resulting fro
Raman forward scattering were found to produce energ
electrons in the process of wave breaking [7]. The Wei
instability tends to break up these electron flows, form
filaments of fast forward electrons and spatially separa
return currents [5]. This current filamentation also leads
light filamentation in addition to the mechanisms discus
above. For driving pulses witha . 1, wave breaking and
fast electron generation were studied in [8]; in the re
tivistic regime, the effective plasma frequency decreas
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and SRS may set in locally at densities higher than qu
ter critical. Also, similar electron flows were observed
overdense plasma boundaries [9].

These currents magnetize the plasma. The cur
densities amount to a sizable fractionf of enec and
generate quasistatic magnetic fieldsBs

'  s fened2pr at
distancer from the axis of a current filament. The fie
Bs

' may become as strong as the magnetic field of the l
wave itself, which isB  aB0 in units of B0  mcvye.
For light of wavelengthl  2pcyv  1 mm, one obtains
B0  107.1 MG. In units of B0, the quasistatic magneti
field has the form

Bs
'yB0  s fneyncdpryl (2)

and is of the orderB0 whenne approaches the critical den
sity nc  pmc2yseld2. We notice that the cyclotron fre
quencyvc corresponding toBs

' satisfiesvcyv  Bs
'yB0

and may become resonant with the light frequency, affe
ing the index of refraction.

In this complex situation, a qualitatively new behavi
was observed recently [10]. Based on 2D3V PIC simu
tions tracing plasma kinetics in two spatial and three vel
ity dimensions, it was found that the quasistatic magne
field may become strong enough to pinch the relativis
electrons and that the path of light follows the electr
deflection. As a result, the pattern of current and light
aments coalesces into a narrow single channel contai
a significant part of the incident laser power. The mec
nism of deflecting light by a magnetic field through ben
ing concomitant relativistic electrons was confirmed
applying an externalB field [10].

The present work treats this striking phenomen
by PIC simulations in three-dimensional geometry.
representative case with an incident intensity of1.24 3

1019 Wycm2 sa  3, l  1 mmd is shown in Fig. 1. It
confirms the formation of a single propagation chan
with considerably enhanced concentration of light
the axis. The incident beam first propagates throu
an unstable filamentory stage (blue section in Fig.
and then collapses into a single channel with a wi
© 1996 The American Physical Society 3975
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FIG. 1 (color). Perspective view of the self-focusing pulse
time 180 fs. The colors refer to the maximum cycle-averag
light intensity kImaxl in each (Y,Z) plane; the plotted surface
corresponds to0.67kImaxl.

of (1–2)l. We present details of this simulation an
similar ones with different parameters. To the best
our knowledge, nothree-dimensionalPIC simulations of
relativistic self-focusing have been published so far.

For the numerical simulation of laser plasma interacti
in this regime, the fully relativistic electromagnetic 3D3V
PIC codeLPLAS3D has been developed at the Max-Planc
Institute for Quantum Optics. It is a 3D generalizatio
of the 2D3V codeLPLAS2D [8,10,11]. It uses a spectra
representation of fields [12,13], thereby insuring corre
dispersion of electromagnetic waves with phase veloc
Vph ; c in vacuum andVph . c in plasma regions.
It describes arbitrarily relativistic particles without an
numerical Cherenkov radiation [12,13]. We mention th
the paraxial and envelope approximations as well
hydrodynamic modeling are insufficient to treat the effec
discussed in the present paper; structures on the scal
a wavelength are involved and non-Maxwellian veloci
distributions demanding a kinetic treatment.

The simulation box is indicated in Fig. 1. The lase
beam with a diameter of 12l and a Gaussian intensity pro
file is incident from the left. The corresponding Rayleig
length isR ø 110l. The pulse amplitude rises accordin
to a  0.5f1 1 tanhsvty40dga0 with a0  3. We choose a
relatively sharp leading front of 6l from the very begin-
ning to save simulation time, as simulations with smooth
pulses and present parameters show formation of sh
fronts anyhow later during the interaction. The incide
pulse is linearly polarized along theZ axis. Initially, the
volume between0 # Xyl # 5 is vacuum; between5 #

Xyl # 41, it is filled with uniform hydrogen plasma of
densityn0. High densities are of particular interest her
[see Eq. (2)], and we choosen0ync  0.36, still undercrit-
ical to insure propagation. As to the fields, boundary co
ditions in theX direction correspond to beam incidenc
at X  0 and beam absorption behind the plasma, wh
escaping particles are stopped at the boundaries and
turned with the background temperature. In theY andZ
directions, periodic boundary conditions are chosen. W
used a spatial mesh of256 3 128 3 128 cells and up to
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107 electrons and ions (ion mass is 1836m). This amounts
to 2 electrons and 2 ions per cell initially and 6 grid poin
perl. Being fairly rough, this is found to be the lower limi
consistent with an acceptable noise level for the phys
studied here. We use the small time stept  0.3yv.
This resolves the important figure-8 motion of electro
in vacuum. An initial electron temperature of 20 keV wa
chosen for numerical reasons. For the physical cases c
sidered here, such a temperature is still far below the qui
energy and therefore acceptable. The code was run o
high-performance RISC workstation IBM RS/6000 701
R24 with 1 GB main memory. A typical run needs 50
CPU time. Plasma volume and time interval are limited
memory and CPU. Use of a massively parallel compu
is planned [14].

Results of the simulation are presented in longitudin
(Fig. 2) and transverse (Fig. 3) cuts through the plas
volume. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate the initial sta
of laser pulse filamentation and magnetic field gene
tion at 80 fs; the quantities plotted in colors are (a) t
instantaneous intensityI  csE2 1 B2dy8p and (b) the
low-frequency (quasistatic) part of the magnetic field co
ponent Bs

z, average over 1.5 laser periods. Notice t
sharp pulse front with thicknessø1l in Fig. 2(a), much
less than the initial 6l. The onset of filamentation is mos
clearly seen in vertical cut I (first row in Fig. 3): The in
tensityI (first column) reveals strong fluctuations, the a
eraged transverse magnetic fieldBs

' (second column) has
a ringlike form and corresponds to a longitudinal curre
Jx (third column) which has been plotted in normaliz
tion form Jx  esniyxi 2 neyxe dyen0c. TheJx plot shows
bluish current filaments of fast electrons streaming with t
light (negativeJx due to negative electron charge) and
between brownish regions filled by return currents of co
background electrons. The currents amount toø0.5en0c
and generate peak magnetic fields between 50 and 100
in agreement with Eq. (2).

Filamentation is more clearly seen at the beam front
Fig. 2(a). The three beam filaments actually correspo
to a ring and a central filament, as one learns from
transverse plots in the second row of Fig. 3 (cut II). Als
quite regular ringlike structure are seen inBs

' andJx with
alternating forward and return current sheets. One sho
notice that the radial extent of these distributions shrin
toward the beam front. Following [10], we attribute th
contraction to the magnetic field that pinches the elect
current; the light channels follow the currents, guided
the refractive index modified by the fast electrons.

Figures 2(c) and 2(d) display beam evolution at a la
stage at 320 fs. In the longitudinal intensity cut, on
observes how the beam contracts through different pha
of radial filamentation and finally merges into one cent
filament. In the transverse cuts, this corresponds to a r
at cut III and eventually to a single channel at cut IV. Th
is the central result of this paper. Varying beam intensi
we find that this kind of single channel formation occu
for incident amplitudesa $ 1. The threshold behavior
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has still to be studied in more detail. Certainly, a
high plasma density is required to generate high eno
magnetic fields sufficient for pinching the beam.

An important feature is plasma cavitation. It is se
in the ion density plotted in Fig. 2(d). The expulsion
electrons from the region of high beam intensity genera
an electrostatic field which accelerates the ions in ra
direction. We find ion energies up to 3 MeV in th
simulation. An outgoing collisionless shock is observ
In the region of tightest focusing, the ion density on a
is almost zero. The cross section of the ion channe
almost circular. Such channel formation in plasma
been seen in 2D PIC simulations; see, e.g., [9,15]. In
geometry, the effect becomes more prominent.

Both linear and circular polarization lead to sing
channel formation. Linear polarization has the effect t

FIG. 2 (color). Longitudinal (X,Y) cuts along the pulse axis
(a),(c) instantaneous light intensityI (1019 Wycm2, logarithmic
color scale); (b) quasistatic magnetic fieldBz (108 G); (d) ion
density niyn0. (a),(b) refer to timet1  80 fs and (c),(d) to
t2  320 fs. Dashed lines I–IV mark transverse cuts shown
Fig. 3.
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the distributions ofJx and Bs
' at the positions of tight

focusing (cuts III, IV in Fig. 3) are elongated in th
direction of polarization. We find that the electro
are accelerated mainly in the plane of polarization
the forward direction, but with a certain angular spre
relative to the beam axis. Their distribution in ener
resembles a thermal spectrum with a temperature betw
3 and 5 MeV, similar to 2D results [5]. Surprisingly
the light beam stays tightly focused with a circular cro
section. This is interpreted in Fig. 4. We show (a) t
electron density in terms ofsvpyvd2 and (b) the quantity
svpyvd2 kg21l  1 2 n2

r , related to the refractive inde
nr obtained from linear theory with a local averag
kg21l of the relativistic g factor. Comparing the two
plots, the effect of heavy relativistic electrons sprayed
the direction of polarization [green area in Fig. 4(b)]
evident; nevertheless, the effect of density cavitation (d
blue area) onnr dominates and guides the light beam
We also checked the direct effect of the magnetic fi
on the refractive index. It is expected in regions whe
the E vector of the light is perpendicular to theBs

' field.
We find that it plays a role in the intermediate stages
the filamentation and contributes to the formation of t
central channel.

FIG. 3 (color). Transverse (Y,Z) cuts I–IV at X po-
sitions and times given in Fig. 2. The columns sho
I s1019 Wycm2, logarithmic color scaled, the transverse mag
netic field Bs

' (108 G), and the longitudinal currentJx in
units of en0c, respectively. Color scales are given belo
each column. Notice that theE field introduces an up (down
asymmetry in these snapshots; the tiny left (right) asymme
is due to noise.
3977
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FIG. 4 (color). Transverse (Y,Z) plots at cut IV of (a)
svpyvd2  s4pe2ymv2dne and (b)svpyvd2 kg21l.

In Fig. 5, we show (a) the beam intensity on axis a
(b) the total beam powerPt vs X. The beam power is
obtained by integrating the Poynting vector across
vertical plane. The full 3D result is compared with th
case of fixed ions and with 2D simulations, propagat
a slab of laser light of the same initial width through
identical plasma and assuming eithers or p polarization
(parallel or normal to plane of slab). It is seen that t
full 3D simulation including ion motion gives by far th
highest light intensities on axis. Losses are smallest
propagation through the channel with depleted plas
density. As the ion channel develops, the point
maximum intensity moves forward.

In conclusion, we have presented first 3D PIC si
ulations of short-pulse laser propagation in near-criti
plasma at relativistic intensities. They show the form
tion of a single magnetized light channel, carrying lig

FIG. 5. (a) Cycle-averaged light intensity on axiskIl and (b)
total beam powerPt, both normalized to incident valueskI0l
and P0, at time t2  320 fs for different simulated cases: 3D
with moving ions (solid line), 3D with fixed ions (points), 2Dp
polarized (dashes), 2Ds polarized (dash-dots).
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as well as strong axial currents and quasistatic magn
fields. These fields survive after the driving pulse h
passed [16] and will decay over some 100 ps due to co
sions. Plasma cavitation is found along the channel. H
boring into overdense plasma is a key feature for fast
nition of fuel targets in the context of inertial confineme
fusion [17]. Implications of the present results in this r
spect have still to be studied.
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